
Psalms: Part 1 - July 3, 2016

Read Psalm 46

DISCUSSION

1. What has been your experience with the psalms?

2. Does our suggestion that the psalms are about poetry 
and not precision help you interact with them better or 
differently?

3. "The psalms give voice to the feelings we we don't 
know how to express.” How do you think this aspect of 
the psalms can help you speak to and hear from God?

4. Jeremy spoke about the fact that God is not safe but 
that He is good. What do you think of this distinction?  

5. Have you ever experienced the kind of instability which 
causes you to question your imagination of God? Can 
you share a bit about that?

6. How do you feel about God’s plan if in your life it looks 
like desolation for a season? What does trust look like for 
you in the context of the line “distress and opportunity are 
often made of the same stuff?” 

QUOTES

May you find the place where you can be still enough to 
know that God is God… 

To trust that even when it’s scary he has your best in sight 
and that sometimes even what seems like desolation — 
this could be meant for peace…

SYNOPSIS

We often differentiate between peace and desolation - in 
this first week, the psalmist shows us that perhaps what 
we think of as moments of desolation are seasons or 
opportunities for the true peace of God’s kingdom to 
come about in our lives…  
 
Peace is not the absence of desolation in this instance, 
both can exist at the same time. The question becomes 
what does it do to our faith when things aren’t going the 
way we imagine?  
In order for God to change the world, he has to change us 
too. 

Thanks so much for your leadership and how you care for your groups, Home Church Leaders. Let me know if you need anything!         joel



• NEW IDEA FOR DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
 
We are starting a new experiment - I’m wondering if 
each of you are interested in sending in a question each 
week that you think would be good for discussion. You 
are the ones leading through these every week and 
know what flies and what doesn’t.  
I’d love to get a broader range of thought and 
perspective in the questions and this is one way I can 
think of.  
 
If you want to, please text me a question on Sunday 
and I’ll throw it into the mix and see how they fit. 

As always, if you have any questions or concerns about 
anything Home Church related, please reach out. 
 
joel@commons.church 
587.225.0255

WHAT’S HAPPENING AT COMMONS

There is always a ton happening throughout the 
community. Check www.commons.church/events for all 
the details. Here are some of the highlights.

• STAMPEDE BREAKFAST - We are excited to serve 
more than 1200 people on July 10th at our annual 
Stampede Breakfast, but that means we need lots of 
volunteers to pull it all together. If you are able to help in 
any way, please sign up at www.commons.church/
events/stampede16 

STAY IN TOUCH

commons.church

facebook: facebook.com/commonschurch
twitter: @commonschurch
instagram: @commonschurch
email: info@commons.church 
YouTube: youtube.com/commonschurch
iTunes: search “Kensington Commons Church”
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